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An analysis is given of the electronic structure of Pd nanoparticles synthesized by inert gas
evaporation technique. A study of the effect of size on various core and valence electrons in Pd
nanoparticles reveals a varied dependence of binding energy of electrons in different electronic
levels. The shift in the Pd x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 4d valence band centroid is more than
the core level shift. The results of the present study provide a direct evidence of interplay of
quantum confinement �a size effect� and coordination reduction �a surface effect�. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2973682�

I. INTRODUCTION

Size dependent changes in the optical, structural, and
electrical properties are inherently related to the basic
changes in the electronic structure of materials at nanodi-
mensions. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS� can pro-
vide important information on the influence of nanoparticle
size on electronic properties. The common observation in the
XPS studies of metal nanoparticles reported in the literature
�Au, Ag, Pd, Pt, Ni, Cu, and Co� is the positive core level
shift with respect to the bulk values.1–9 In a few studies,
shifts in the binding energy of valence band with respect to
Fermi level and narrowing of valence band spectra have also
been reported.3,7,8 Although considerable efforts have been
focused on elucidating the physical origin of the observed
size dependent changes, the interpretation of the observed
behavior is still unclear. The core and valence level shifts
have been interpreted in terms of the initial and final state
effects. The former is related to the electronic structure of
nanoparticles and the state before photoemission, while the
latter is related to the positive charge left on the surface of
the nanoparticles during photoemission process, the relax-
ation, and screening of core holes. Mason1 reviewed the
shifts in the binding energy of core electrons �Au, Ag, Pd, Pt,
Cu, and Ni deposited on amorphous carbon� and changes in
the valence band �Pt and Pd� observed in XPS studies on
metallic clusters reported in literature and argued that
changes in the electron configuration of the atoms in smaller
clusters were primarily responsible for the shift and that final
state processes were relatively more important only for the
reactive substrates. Wertheim et al.,3 on the other hand, as-
signed the core level shift in Ag and Pd clusters grown on

amorphous carbon due to final state screening effects. Wu et
al.6 studied the changes in the binding energy of Cu 2p3/2 in
Cu �thickness �2 nm� deposited on Al2O3 grown on
Re�0001� substrate and argued that initial state contributions
were small and significant for very small clusters. Zhang and
Sham8 studied the electronic properties of the thiol-capped
Au nanoparticles �1�R�5 nm� using XPS and argued that
the modifications in the binding energy and the full width at
half maximum �FWHM� of the Au 4f core levels and the
valence 5d band are mainly due the initial state effects.
Whereas, Richter et al.9 studied the Co clusters �R�1 nm�
deposited on Al2O3 grown on NiAl �110� by Auger param-
eter analysis along with theoretical modeling and argued that
the initial and final state contributions to the core level shifts
obtained were of comparable magnitude. Thus there is a sub-
stantial disagreement over the assignment of these shifts with
initial or final state effects. In addition, in all the reported
studies, only the most intense core level and the valence
band have been investigated. Attempts to investigate and un-
derstand the effect of nanoparticle size on all the electronic
levels of any metallic system are seldom encountered in lit-
erature. It may be mentioned here that in most of the re-
ported studies on size dependence of the electronic properties
of metal �Au, Ag, Pd, Pt, Ni, Cu, and Co� at nanodimensions,
the samples were prepared by evaporating a small quantity of
metal onto the substrate.1–6,9 The isolated metal islands nor-
mally have a rather broad and often not well characterized
size distribution. The electronic properties were studied as a
function of coverage, which is approximately mentioned as
the particle size. The increase in particle size was achieved
by increasing the deposition time and hence the coverage
area. This can result in isolated islands at small coverage but
overlapping particles at higher coverage. In a few studies
�e.g., on Ag� the size of as-deposited islands was reduced by
ion bombardment.7 Ion bombardment may modify the struc-
tural and electronic properties of the particles. In another
study, surface-passivated metal �Au� nanoparticles were pre-
pared by chemical routes.8 In case of chemically prepared
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nanoparticles, the capping layer may significantly modify the
electronic properties of the metal nanoparticles. In the
present study, on the other hand, a continuous layer of Pd
nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution has been depos-
ited by the simple inert gas evaporation technique, wherein
the particle size is varied by varying the deposition pressure.
In addition to the importance of Pd as catalytic agent, the
advantage of Pd in this investigation is the stability toward
oxidation. The Pd nanoparticles in the present study have
been deposited on doped Si substrates to minimize charging
effects. In addition, the sample comprises of a continuous
layer of Pd nanoparticles, and thus charging effects are ex-
pected to be minimal. To compensate for any possible charg-
ing effects, C�1s� peak due to adsorbed carbon on the
samples was used for internal calibration of peak positions.
We report a detailed investigation of the size dependent
modifications in the electronic properties of Pd nanopar-
ticles, revealing a novel interplay between the quantum size
effect and coordination reduction resulting in energy shifts
by varying the amount in the various core and valence elec-
tron peaks.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Pd nanoparticle layers have been deposited using inert
gas evaporation technique.10 Prior to deposition, the growth
chamber has been evacuated to 1�10−6 Torr, and repeated
argon purging was carried out to minimize the oxygen con-
centration in the growth chamber. High deposition pressure
�10−4−10−3 Torr of Ar�, low substrate temperature �Ts

=30 °C�, and high flow rate of argon �FR=20 SCCM�
�SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP� resulted
in the formation of Pd nanoparticles. In the present study, the
electronic properties of Pd layers deposited at 1.7
�10−3 Torr and 3.9�10−4 Torr pressures of argon
�samples N1 and N2, respectively� and those deposited at 1
�10−6 Torr vacuum �sample N3� have been investigated in
detail. Transmission electron microscope �TEM� �Philips
CM12 twin microscope, 120 keV, LaB6 cathode�, glancing
angle x-ray diffractometer �GAXRD� �Geigerflex-D/max-
RB-RU200, Rigaku�, and x-ray photoelectron spectrometer
�XPS� �Perkin Elmer-1257 using a Mg K� radiation of E
=1253.6 eV and a hemispherical section analyzer with 25
meV resolution� were used to characterize Pd nanoparticle
layers. For TEM measurements the samples were prepared
by depositing Pd directly onto the carbon coated TEM grids
�300 mesh�. Glass substrate was used for x-ray diffraction
�XRD� measurements, whereas for XPS studies, doped Si
wafer was used as substrate. It is important to note here that
in Pd XPS valence band, the 4d density of states has a sharp
peak just below the Fermi level �EF�; consequently, the fit-
ting of the Fermi cutoff into the valence band requires an
explicit representation of the density of states even for the
bulk metal. Furthermore, the density of states of the bulk Pd,
which is known, will also be modified for the nanoparticles
with results that are difficult to be estimated by XPS. The
complicated density of states also inhibits an analysis of the
core level spectrum of bulk Pd. Because the d band ends just
above the EF, the core electron spectrum for bulk Pd deviates

strongly from the power-law line shape observed in simple
metal.11 Thus in the present study, for all particle sizes, the
positions of maxima of the Pd core electron levels and the
centroid of the valence 4d band have been used as a measure
of the binding energy. It may also be noted that the FWHM
of the Mg K� line used for XPS analysis is 0.6 eV, and thus
the energy resolution is expected to be of the order of 0.06
eV �10% of the FWHM�.12

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TEM micrographs of the Pd layers N1, N2, and N3
shown in Fig. 1 reveal the nanoparticle nature and the esti-
mated average particle sizes in these layers are 6, 11, and 20
nm, respectively. TEM results reveal a decrease in the par-
ticle size with an increase in the deposition pressure. X-ray
diffractograms of the Pd nanoparticle layers, Fig. 2�a�, show
predominant �111� peak along with �200�, �220�, and �311�
peaks of fcc lattice.13 It is worthwhile to note a small shift in
the position of diffraction peaks toward lower 2� values with
decrease in the particle size, revealing a size dependent lat-
tice contraction. The estimated lattice parameter values in
samples N3, N2, and N1 are 3.906, 3.900, and 3.894 Å,
respectively. A similar lattice contraction has been reported

FIG. 1. TEM micrographs of Pd samples �a� N1, �b� N2, and �c� N3.
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in Au, Ni, Sn, and Bi metal nanoparticles with decrease in
size.8,14,15 As compared to bulk, Au nanoparticles undergo a
lattice contraction of 0.7% on reduction in size at 4 nm and
1.4% at a size of 1.6 nm.8 In 5 nm Ni particles, a lattice
contraction of 2.4% has been observed.14 The shift in the
XRD peaks has been attributed to the lattice distortion ac-
companied with the strain in the lattice in many metal nano-
particles and has been attributed to the surface bond that
contracts with coordination reduction in surface atoms and
the surface to volume ratio that increases with decreasing
particle size.15 The effective strain � in the lattice can be
obtained using the Williamson Hall equation16 from the slope
of �� cos �� /� versus �sin �� /� plots �Fig. 2�b��. Here � is
the measured FWHM in radians, � is the Bragg angle for the
peak, and � is the x-ray wavelength. A linear variation with
negative slope of �� cos �� /� versus �sin �� /� plots has been
observed for Pd nanoparticle samples N1, N2, and N3. The
magnitude of slope and hence the lattice strain is maximum
for sample N1 and decreases with increase in particle size.
The lattice strain is observed to change the chemical bonding
between the metal atoms, which, in turn, is observed to in-
duce modification in the electronic structure,9 as will be dis-
cussed later in the text.

XPS survey spectra of sputter cleaned Pd nanoparticle
samples N1, N2, and N3 are shown in Fig. 3. The XPS
spectra from the surface of the samples show only Pd XPS
and Auger transitions, in addition to the peaks corresponding
to the C 1s. The C 1s peak disappears on sputter cleaning
of the samples. The absence of substrate peaks in the XPS
spectra of the samples clearly indicates that the Pd over layer
fully covers the underlying Si substrate, simplifying the in-
terpretation of the Pd XPS results. XPS spectra of Pd 3d
core electrons are shown in Fig. 4�a�. It is interesting to note

that the binding energy of Pd 3d spectra in nanoparticle
samples N1, N2, and N3 has been observed to be shifted,
respectively, by 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1 eV as compared to bulk Pd.
The centroid of the 4d XPS valence band spectrum of the
nanoparticle samples has been observed to shift to higher
energy side by 0.7, 0.6, and 0.4 eV, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 4�b�. A similar positive shift in the binding energy in
core and valence electrons with decrease in the particle size
has been observed in many metals �Au, Ag, Pd, Ni, and Cu�
at nanodimensions. For example, a shift of 0.4 eV in the 3d
core and 0.6 eV in the valence electrons for 5 nm Ag nano-
particles and a shift of 1.0 eV in the 4d centroid and 1.3 eV
in the core electrons for 1 nm Pd nanoparticles have been
reported in literature.3,5,7

FIG. 2. �a� X-ray diffractograms and �b� �� sin �� /� vs �sin �� /� plots of Pd
samples N1, N2, and N3.

FIG. 3. XPS survey spectra of sputter cleaned Pd samples �a� N1, �b� N2,
and �c� N3.

FIG. 4. �a� Pd 3d core level and �b� Pd 4d valence band spectra of sputter
cleaned samples N1, N2, and N3.
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It is interesting to note that the shift in the binding en-
ergy of Pd 4d valence electrons has been observed to be
more than that of the Pd 3d core electrons. This observation
indicates the effect of the nanoparticle nature influence on
the valence and core electrons differently. To understand this
phenomenon in detail, XPS spectra of all the core and va-
lence electrons were recorded. The binding energy of the
various core and valence electrons in the Pd nanoparticle
samples N1, N2, and N3 and the bulk Pd is shown in Fig. 5.
It is evident that there is a sharp variation in the binding
energy of the inner core levels as compared to the outer core
and valence electrons. Figure 6 shows a log-log plot of the
shift in the binding energy ��BE� of the various core and
valence electrons as a function of particle size �R�. The size
dependence of the binding energy shift of various electrons
is clearly different. It is interesting to note that the depen-
dence of binding energy shift on particle size �the slope x of
the log-log plots given in Fig. 6� is more �2.5� for inner core
level electrons as compared to the valence electrons �0.5�.
From this one expects that with the decrease in the particle
size, the core level shift should become more than the va-
lence level shift. However, for the Pd nanoparticles reported

in the present study �e.g., for Pd nanoparticle of size 11 nm�,
it is observed that the amount of shift in the binding energy
of valence electrons �0.6 eV� is more compared to the inner
core electrons �0.3 eV�. This interesting behavior can be un-
derstood in terms of the interplay between the quantum size
effects and coordination reduction. As revealed from the
GAXRD measurements, lattice strain increases with decrease
in the Pd nanoparticle size. In addition, the changes in the
electronic structure of nanoparticle due to confinement ef-
fects are inevitable. The quantum confinement effect as well
as the lattice strain, and hence the coordination number re-
duction, is reported to induce the binding energy shifts.1,9 It
is interesting to note that the effects due to quantum confine-
ment have larger dependence on particle size ��R−2� than
those due to coordination reduction ��R−1�.17,18 Indicating
that the inner core electrons are more strongly affected by the
quantum confinement, the valence electrons are strongly af-
fected by the coordination reduction. Thus as the nanopar-
ticle size decreases, the interplay between the quantum con-
finement and coordination reduction results in varied shifts
in various electronic levels, and consequently, the inner core
level shifts become more than the valence level shifts at a
very small nanoparticle size. Although the Pd nanoparticles
studied in this report are far from this size regime, it is in-
teresting to note that on extrapolation of the log-log plots
�dotted lines in Fig. 6� to smaller nanoparticle size, a critical
particle size below which the binding energy shift of the
inner core electrons is more than the valence electrons can be
obtained. This reveals that the core electron effects are due to
quantum confinement. This is in good agreement with the
binding energy shifts reported in literature for the Pd nano-
particles �Fig. 7�.1,3,5

In addition to the positive shift in the binding energy, a
change in the FWHM of the Pd valence and the core levels is
observed. The 4d valence band and the outer core levels 4p
and 4s show a decrease, whereas the 3s, 3p, and 3d inner
core levels exhibit an increase in the FWHM, revealing a
different origin of the effect responsible for the varied behav-
ior. The narrowing of the valence d band with decreasing
nanoparticle size has been observed in XPS studies of Au,
Ag, and Pd and has been attributed to the reduced coordina-
tion with decrease in nanoparticle size.3,7,8 These line widths
include the width of the Mg K� line and other instrumental

FIG. 5. Variation in the binding energy of various valence and core elec-
trons in Pd as a function of nanoparticle size. For comparison, the corre-
sponding binding energies in bulk Pd are also plotted ����.

FIG. 6. The log-log plot of the shift in the binding energy ��BE� as a
function of nanoparticle size �R� of the various Pd valence and core elec-
trons. The values of the corresponding negative slopes are also mentioned.
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effects. The instrumental effects in the present study, how-
ever, cannot mask the substantial changes caused by the de-
crease in nanoparticle size. As compared to the spectrum of
sample N3, the Pd 4d valence band spectra in the case of
nanoparticle samples N1 and N2 show a rounding off at the
upper edge of the band �Fig. 4�b��. The rounding off of the
valence band spectra in the case of Pd and Pt at nanodimen-
sions has been attributed to the loss of long-range
periodicity.1 The weakening of the peak near EF does not
imply a loss in occupied d states but only a redistribution of
states within the band.3 The increase in the FWHM in core
level is attributed to the increase in the surface to bulk atom
ratio, the presence of more localized unoccupied d states at
the Fermi level,8 and to the phonon excitations that contrib-
ute a Gaussian-type broadening to core line shapes.4

IV. CONCLUSION

The present study gives a detailed analysis of modifica-
tion in the electronic structure of Pd nanoparticles synthe-
sized by inert gas evaporation technique in the size range of
6–20 nm. The shift in the binding energy of Pd 4d valence
electrons is more than that of the Pd 3d core electrons. The
interplay between quantum size effects and coordination re-

duction and the varied size dependence of the two effects
��R−2 and R−1, respectively� explains these results. The
FWHM of the 4d, 4p, and 4s peaks decreases, whereas that
of 3s, 3p, and 3d peaks increases with decrease in size,
pointing toward the difference in the origin of the effects
responsible for modifying the core and valence electron lev-
els with reduction in size.
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